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History Slighted in Stamp Selection
by Chris Wilson
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Historical Society of New Mexico
Awards 1998
The 1998 Historical Society of New Mexico Awards were presented at its annual conference held in Santa Fe. New Mexico last April. Some 350 reqistrants were in attendance.
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Photograph ofstamp from
The recently-announced stamp markiIl\I the 400th anniversary of Spanish
settlement in the Southwest - liRe
Albuquerque's proposed Onate monument - raises the complex issue of
how best to commemorate history.
Don Juan de Onate, the conquistador
who initiated colonization. undoubtedly was considered for the stamp. This
possibility IiRely was rejected to avoid
just the sort of acrimonious debate
over his punishment of Acoma Pueblo
that Albuquerque has been experiencim!. However. the tmace selected for
the stamp - a photograph of a community center completed at Espanola
in 1996- would not have been my first
choice.
To beqin With. the building is being
represented as a "replica" and a
"restoration" of the chapel built by the
colonists in 1598 at San Gabriel. near
San Juan Pueblo. Stone footings excavated some years a~o at San Gabriel.
and assumed to be a portion of the
chapel's outline. in dicate only its
shape. dimensions. orientation. and
door locations.
My sense of the word replica, confirmed by a trip to the dictionary. is that
it denotes a copy or close reproduction . Given this limited archeolozlcal
evidence. a replica is simply not possible. Indeed, the community center
departs from what is Rnown about the
oriqinal chapel in the orientation of its
facade to the southeast rather than due
east. in the shortening of the length of
its nave. and in the omission of a side
door. All details and proportions above
~round, of necessity. are speculative.
The addition of a free-standing porch
is also without precedent in the archeolosical excavation, which identified
no post holes or toonnzs. Any number
of Spanish colonial churches in New
Mexico do have balconied facades. But
such porches are framed by heavy buttresses or corner towers-their virtue
bein~, these churches retain a unified,
massive appearance.
This is not to critidze the community"
center as a work of contemporary
architecture. Indeed. the unadorned
nave and transept walls desi~ned by
Santa Fe architect Bernabe Romero.
alone with his expressionistic elonqation of vertical proportions produce an
undeniably striRin~ effect. It would
simply be more accurate to say that the
buildinq is a "speculative recreation,"
or a "contemporary interpretation"
inspired by that first Spanish chapel.
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u.s. Postal Service

The use of "replica" in the Postal
Service press release. and the addition
of "restoration" in an article by the
Albuquerque Journal's

Washin~ton

bureau. for instance, apparently led
Journal editorial writers to claim that
the stamp features "La Misi6n de San
Mi~uel

de San Gabriel, reconstructed
in Espanola on the site of what was San
Gabriel. the first Spanish settlement in
the state."
However, the site of San Gabriel is
actually five miles north of the community center. When Postmaster
General Marvin Runyon asserted that
the stamp would "provide a powerful
history lesson ." this may not have been
what he had in mind.
One side effect of this desire to overstate the buildin~'s historical pedigree
has been that Bernabe Romero is not
even mentioned in the press coverage
I have seen. Sole credit for the imaqe
on the stamp has ~one instead to the
photcqrapher Susan Hazen-Hammond.
As an architectural historian. my ~en
eral preference would have been for
an authentic Spanish colonial bulldlnq,
The best preserved of the 17th century
missions - San Estaban built at
Acoma in the 1620s - comes quicbly
to mind. But because of its location. the
mission could have tri~~ered more
heated debate.
My specific choice would have been
the church of San Jose at Las Trampas.
Built in the 1760s by Spanish pioneers,
it is the best preserved colonial structure in the state. My understandinq is
that it was considered. but the Postal
Service and its stamp advtsory committee had reservations about usinq a
reliqious structure. But Catholicism
was so central to Spanish colonization
that the use of a church would have
been an entirely appropriate representation of this chapter of our nation's
history.
The use instead of the Espanola community center - constructed and
operated with public funds. but modeled on a church. topped by a cross
and named La Misi6n - raises far
more vexin~ questions about the separation of church and state.
Most of these concerns are academic
now that the stamp is in production,
and slated for release July 11th at
Espanola. At the very least. however,
the Postal Service and news media
(cantin ued page 2, column 1) .~

BERNICE BRODE, Los Alamos
Historical Society. a charming recollection of the first years of the City of Los
Alamos.

The Edgar Lee Hewett Award for
service to the public: 1. RICHARD
SALAZAR. for almost three decades as
a scholar and archivist for the New
Mexico State Archives.

The Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award
for si~nificant contribution to the field
of history in the area of the Fine Arts.
The World of Flower Blue , Pop Chelee.
MARGARET COSA Red Crane Books,
an appreciation of a famous Native
American artist.

BOOR Awards
The Gaspar Perez ViIIagra Award for
outstanding publication by an individual : The Myth of Santa Fe. CHRIS
WILSON, University of New Mexico
Press. an innovative point of view and
a thoroughly researched study of the
myth that is Santa Fe.

The Fray Francisco Dominguez
Award for historic surveys and
research: Trading in Santa Fe, John
Kingsbury's Correspondence with
James Josiah Webb, 1853-1861. JANE
ELLER and DAVID 1. WEBER. Southern

The Gaspar Perez Villagra Award for
outstanding publication by an individual: Texas, New Mexico and the
Compromise
of
1850.
MARK
STEGMEIER, Kent State University
Press, an effective mode of research
dealing with the intricate politics of the
time.

Methodist University Press. What it was
liRe to be a merchant in Santa Fe duri~ the period prior to the Civil War.

The Gaspar Perez Villagra Award for
outstanding publication by an individual: Dividing New Mexico's Water.
JOHN BAXTER. University of New
Mexico Press, a remarkable and extensive body of research on. one of New
Mexico's most vexin~ problems..
0

The Lansing B. Bloom Award for outstanding publication or series by a society or institution: Tales of Los Alamos,
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Alamogordo is Site for Societies 1999
Annual Conference Convention ApriIS-'10
The Board of Directors of the
Historical Society of New Mexico has
designated Alamogordo as the site of
the 1999 annual convention. The dates
for the convention will be April 8-10.
Hosttnq the . convention will be the
Alamosordo/Otero County Centennial
Celebration. Inc.. the Tularosa Basin
Historical Society. and New Mexico
State University at Alamogordo.
Alamogordo celebrated its centennial
in 1998 and Otero County will be in the

.

-- ~

midst of its centennial in 1999. The convention of the state's premier historical
society will, thus, be part of a much
larger celebration. Dave Townsend.
chairman of the centennial celebration.
assures the members of the Society that
they will enjoy betns part of the two year festivities in the southern New
Mexico city.
0
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Alamo National Bank
From the archives of Rio Grande Historical Collections,
New Mexico State University Library

Stay tuned for more details throughout the coming year!
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Call for Nominations for
Society's Annual Awards

STAMP (continued)

Contemporary: "La Misi6n de San Miguel de San Gabriel," the 1996 community
center at Espanola , NM. designed by Bernabe Romero.

The Historical Society's awards. presented each year durinq the Annual
Conference. recoqnize outstanding
achievement in these categories,
The Paul Ar. WaIter Award for service to the Society or its affiliates.
The Edgar Lee Hewett Award for
service to the public.
The Dorothy Woodward Award for
education.
The Lansin,g B. Bloom Award for
outstanding publication or series of
publications by a society or institution
(bOORS. monographs. newsletters.
brochures. ~uides. etc.).
The Dalph Emerson Twitchell
Award for si~nificant contribution to
the field of history by individuals.
orqantzations. or institutions in the
areas of fine arts. allied professions.
unorthodox but si~nificant articles or
bOORS. exhibits. demonstrations. series
of events. etc.
The Gaspar Perez de ViIIagra
Award for outstandinq publication by
an individual or individuals (articles.
monographs, booz. etc.).
The Fray Francisco Atanasio
Dominquez Award for historic surveys and research.
The L. Bradford Prince Award for
si\?nificant work in the field of historic
preservation. The award recognizes
completed. or on-~oin~ worl! of preservation and/or restoration on historic

Historic: The Church of San Jose built at Las Trampas . NM. in the 1760s.
[Photo by Chris Wilson]

properties in the state of New Mexico or
of worR performed by New Mexico professionals and artisans on out-of-state
projects.
We welcome nominations for these
awards. If you or your orqanfzation
wish to submit a nomination. please
gather the supporting data and send 2
copies to the Society. Give full details
why the nominee should be recognized
with the award. Our jury can mabe a
decision only on the supporting data
you provide. The nomination should
include a description of the accomplishments of the individual or orsaruzation that is nominated for the award.
It should include reasons why the nominee deserves to be considered for an
award. Nominations for the Bloom and
Villa~ra awards should include copies
of the publications. Photographs and
thorough descriptions and/or documentation should accompany nominations for the Twitchell and Prince
awards. The awards committee must
have suffident information to ju~e the
merits of the nominees and also to
decide whether an award should be
~iven.

Send nominations to : Carl Sheppard.
Historical Society of New Mexico
Awards Committee, 1234 Camino de
Cruz Blanca. Santa Fe. NM 87501.
Nominations should be postmarked no
later than friday. January 8. 1999.

---.~----

Have you ever noticed our New Deal public art?
should taze ~reater care in representin~ the building not as a replica or
reconstruction. but as a modern buildin~ inspired by the colonists' chapel,
and erected on a new site .
To view this stamp in a more historically-accurate Ii~ht allows us to
acznowledse the artistic contribution
of the architect Bernabe Romero.,and

to appreciate the building as a heartfelt
expression of contemporary pride in
the Hispanic heritage of the Southwest.
Albuquerque resident Chris Wilson is
the author of The Myth of Santa Fe:
Creating a Modem Regional Tradition.
winner of a 1998 Villa~ra Award from
the Historical Society of New Mexico.
C.W.
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International History Conference Los Alamos
August 9-12, 1998
"The Cold War and Its Implications:
Locally, Nationally & Internationally"
August 9-12, 1998
The Los Alamos Historical Society.
The Union Institute. and the University
of New Mexico/Los Alamos are sponsorinq "The Cold War and its
Implications: Locally. Nationally. and
Internationally." Papers have been
solicited from the fields of political,
economic. social. military. scientific.
and international history. Marjorie Bell
Chambers. Ph.D.. is chairtnq the event.
Paper titles include: "Folk Hero: The
Controversy, Perception and Legacy of
Robert Oppenheimer" by Dr. David
Hecht. Yale University; "Making
McCarthy Possible. Anti-Communism
and Cold War
Liberalism
in
Massachusetts, 1938-1958," by Dr.
Sharon Hartman Strom. University of
Rhode Island; "Latin America in the
Security System ... during the Cold War
and its Implications," by Miriam
Gabriela Medal Garcia and Hugo Jose
Lopez Carvajal. Universidad NacionaI
Autonoma de Mexico; "Soviet Policy in
Manchuria, 1946-1953" by Xiaodonq
Wa~. University of North Carolina.
"Siren on the HiII: Civil Defense in Los
2

Alamos in the 1950's" by Dr. Jon
Hunner, New Mexico State University;
"false Premise. falso Promise: The
Overselling of the UN. 1945-1974" by
Dr. Charles Sharp. Southeast Missouri
State University. This is but 6 or 7 of the
more than 60 papers listed in the pro~ram.

Room blocas have been held at Los
Alamos Inn - (505) 662-7211 or (800)
279-9279. fAX (505) 661-7714. Hilltop
House - (505) 662-2441 or (800) 4620936. fAX (505) 662-5913. Holiday Inn
Express - (505) 661-1110. fAX (505) 6612657. Be sure that you mention the
Cold War Conference when maainq
reservations. And rnaae your reservations NOW.
The symposium will tahe place at the
University of New Mexico/Los Alamos.
New Mexico. August 9-12. 1998. fran
DiMarco. CMP. conference manager. is
handling all .Io~istics and can be
reached at (888) 809-3898 or fAX (888)
455-9539..
0

Sixty five murals. six hundred fifty
seven painnnes. ten sculptures and
Iarze amounts of craft items were created durlnq the Depression Era in this
state. They are primarily in public
buildings around our state and few
people Rnow much about them and
their history.
A tasf force made up of a variety of
public and private people have been
dili~ently tryin~ to share more about
this art worR and the public butldlnzs
they are in particularly if the bulldinss
themselves were also created durtns
the same time period - 1933-43.
One of the ways they are carryinq out
their ~oal is to provide a travelinq phoFeb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Au~.

Sept.
Oct.-Nov.
Dec.

toqraphic show that features a selection (politically correct, of course) of
this vast collection. The exhibit is
scheduled in public spaces around the
state during 1998 and already has some
booaings in 1999. This year it will be in
the following towns and sites and we
hope members of the local historical
societies will ~et involved with sharing
these treasures.
Exhibits of the photographs have
already taken place be~innin~ in
Gallup in February. They have been
shown in Albuquerque and Raton. The
list below continues throughout 1998.
The persons named in the ri~ht hand
column are the local contacts.

Gallup

Public Library

ABQ
ABQ

ABQ Little Theatre
ABQ Main Library

Raton
Raton Arts & Humanities Coundl
Fliczenger Center
Alamaqordo
Chimayo Museum
Chimayo
Clovis Com . Collese
Clovis
Chimayo
Portales (tentative)
Taos
Old Taos Courthouse (tentative)
Santa Fe
Capitol Rotunda
Los Alamos
Mesa Library

Mary Browder
Larry Parher
Elaine Shannon
Barbara Carlini
Susie Hall
Lucy Collier
Beth DeFoor

Cynthia Sanchez
Sally Hoffman

for more information about this travexhibit and how your orqanization miSJht ~et involved with it to compliment your historical ~oals and activities. please feel free to call Kathy
flynn. Deputy Sec. of State. 1-800-4773632.
One of the other ~oals of the ~roup is
to have the art restored where needed.

Anyone destring to donate towards this
effort can do so by orderlnq copies of
the photos you particularly Iibe in the
exhibit or maze a contribution to the
Albuquerque Museum foundation .
Inc .. a 501-c-3 orqantzation that is servin~ as the fiscal administrator for the
tasb force.
0

JOHN KESSELL, noted Author,
Historian, Teacher, etc. , etc., recei ved The
New Mexico Historical Society 's
prestigious Board of Director's Award at
the Annual Conference Banquet, April 4,

auditorium on Thursday afternoon. The
talk: "A Foot for a Foot ". observing the
Onate 400th, was a great start for a most
successfulconference.
But more on John Kessell, the award,
and his talk in our next issue of La
Cronica de Nuevo Mexico .

elin~

1998 .

John addressed the opening Plenary
Session for the conference in Saint Francis

-JPC

The Sisters of Loretto
In Las Cruces:
The Education
Of A

frontier Community, 1870·1943
Wendy C. Simpson
On the corner of Lohman and Water
Streets in Las Cruces, New Mexico,
there is a bronze reproduction of
Mtchelanqelo's Piets. This beautiful
statue, sculpted by one of the most
famous artists of the Renaissance, is a
depiction of the a~ony of Mary as she
held her crucified son in her arms. This
statue is dedicated to the Sisters of
Loretto, who from 1870 until 1943 ran a
private Catholic school on the property where the statue stands today. It is a
fittin~ tribute to the "Friends of Mary at
the Foot of the Cross, " as the Sisters of
Loretto are called. Though no mention
of the Sisters is found on the statue. it is
the only reminder, except for the strip
mall that replaced the school buiIdin~
in 1965 and bears the Order's name, of
the women who educated multiple
~enerations of Las Crucens, and effectively established the basis for the public and Catholic school systems in the
community.
This paper addresses the experiences
of the Sisters durinq their stay in Las
Cruces, and through an analysis of
these experiences offers an explanation as to why their endeavors were so
successful. and for so lone. The evidence presented in this paper leads to
three related arquments. the Sisters of
Loretto were successful in Las Cruces
because they adjusted accordtns to the
needs of their community, they contributed to the community. and the
community ~ave them the support
necessary for success. The Sisters
played an important role in the reli~ious and educational history of New
Mexico.
The Sisters of Loretto first came to
New Mexico from Kentucky in 1852
and opened a school and convent in
Santa Fe.' From then until 1879, the
Sisters established schools in Taos ,
Mora, Las Ve~as, Socorro and
Bernalillo. In 1870 Bishop J.B.Salpointe
o f the diocese of Arizona, to which Las
Cruces belcnqed at the time, made the
first effort to brinq the Sisters of Loretto
to Las Cruces. On January 7, 1870, five
sisters from Santa Fe beqan the perilous journey alonq the Jornada del
Muetto that led to Las Cruces. The
Loretto Academy of the Visitation was
founded in that year, the first educational institution of any Rind in
Southern New Mexico and West Texas,
and the Sisters' contribution to the
community would prove to be widespread and Iong-Iastinq.
The journey from Santa Fe to Las
Cruces consisted of two hundred-ninety miles of desert and dancerous river
crossings. One hundred of those miles
were on a trail called the Jornada del
Muetto, so named because of its Iack
of water and shelter, and because of
the many bones of humans and animals that littered its path. The band
maRin~ the trip consisted of the five sisters : Mother Rosanna Dant (who had
made the original journey from
Kentucky). Sisters Jerome Murphy,
Gertrude
Zamora,
Marianna
Dominguez and Mary Clara Alarid.
They were accompanied by Bishop
Lamy's nephew and another ~entle
man in two carriages belonglnq to the
Bishop.
The most danqerous part of the trip
occurred durtnq the two times the
Sisters and their entourage had to cross
the Rio Grande, which at the time

deserved its name and was very fast
and danzerous. The first crossing tOOR
place between Albuquerque and Isleta
and involved taRin~ the two carriages
across the ice-covered river. The first
carriage crossed without mishap.
However. the second carriage became
cauqht on the ice and the horses
refused to move until the carrlaqe was
unloaded. The Sisters had to be carried
from the second carnage to the first.
upon which the second carriage was
freed from the ice and the trip continued. The second crossing occurred at
Ft. Selden. This time, the horses sank in
quicksand and the carriages overturned. The Sisters were in such imminent danger of drowning that Father
Bernal. the priest from Las Cruces who
had joined the caravan at Socorro after
their first river crossing. cried out,
"Sisters, sayan act of contrition and I
will ~ive you absolution." But the dan~er was averted and the Sisters continued on to Las Cruces where they
arrived in the early morning hours to

1897 the third story was added. No
Mother Superior left the Academy
without addin~ somethinq to the campus. By its end in 1943 there was a
cemetery, a brief laundry, an infirmary,
a pavilion and other conveniences.
The main bulldtnq faced north towards
East Lohman on the corner of Main
Street.
The increase in attendance which
necessitated the added Sisters and
bulldings also meant increased revenue. This was very important because
orders who founded and staffed
Academies were totally seIf-supportin~. The first years in Las Cruces were
very lean, but the sisters developed
many ways of raisins money, Including
char~in~ tuition, acqulring bank loans,
sponsorinq fund-raisers , and sometimes takin~ court action. Additional
money was made in the early years by
running a separate school for the local
boys. When times became difficult,
Sisters often cut back on expenses and
traveled the territory 100Rin~ for new
pupils.' This happened all over New
Mexico, but as we shall see, the Sisters
in Las Cruces were particularly successful fund raisers, and their proceeds
often went to the community and not
to the convent itself. This habit of selfsupport and contribution to the community would mark the Sisters' stay in
Las Cruces.
The early years of the Academy were
marked by a certain poverty that
reflected the poverty of the Las Cruces
community. Until 1880, the chapel had

Pieta Statue
as it stands
before the bank
building today.
Photo courtesy of
NM State
University
Library
avoid a showy reception arranged by
the townspeople who eazerly awaited
their first appearance.'
No buildin~ was ready for the Sisters
to make into a school when they first
arrived. Bishop Salpointe had purchased 15 acres in the center of town
for that purpose, but the only building
on the property was a small adobe. and
not ready to house a school. The
Sisters were introduced to Mrs. William
Tully whose hospitality enabled the
Sisters to tabe students in her home as
construction on their convent becan.
The upper-class Mexican American
families were impressed with the
Sisters' school. and many of them ~ave
their children to the sisters to educate.
Attendance was ~ood and Increasing
when the convent and school were
completed and the five sisters and their
students moved into the new butldtnq.
Some of the early students included
Elena Fletcher, Delfina Daquerre.
Mariana Ochoa, Josefina Daquerre,
Emiliana Amador. Joseta Amador,
Clotilda Amador, Amelia Duper and
Carolina Islas.' In three years the convent had increased to seven sisters,
and more were needed. Sister Rosanna
and Sister Thais went to Santa Fe and
returned with another nun, Sister
Vestina Moran. The trip was plazued
with misfortune. but all arrived safely
and the convent was fortunate to have
its new member. By 1890, a Iarqe
Spanish-style building had been erected , which accommodated boarders
and day-students. Between 1893 and

only a ra~ carpet and the altar was "a
makeshift board, muslin draped, supported on two clothes horses while a
small candle box lined with silR and
covered with ~reen calico served for a
tabernacle. "s The floors of the convent
were made of hard mud covered with
ru~s, and every five days the Sisters
had to taze up the carpets and clean
them, and sprinkle the dirt floor
beneath. Meals ~enerally consisted of
bread, beans, and coffee made from
parched wheat. Su~ar and fruit were
expensive luxuries. Each convent in
New Mexico eventually had a ~arden
in which the Sisters and their students
could ~row fruits and ve~etables which
they also canned.' In 1935 the ~arden
in Las Cruces produced corn, carrots.
radishes, watermelons, cantaloupes,
chile and onions.' There was no runnin~ water and no modern conveniences until the end of the century.
The Sisters bathed in small rooms built
over an acequia, with water heated by
the sun, and never without the bathinz
~own dictated by nineteenth century
modesty.' It was perhaps this poverty,
shared with the surrounding community, that made the Sisters so accepted
and so successful in their endeavors.
The Sisters we re also successful at
anticipating and meettnq the needs of
the community. The poverty of the Las
Cruces community prompted the
Sisters to offer an education to even
the poorest Las Crucens. Tuitions all
over New Mexico were tailored to the
needs of the communities, and those in

Las Cruces were not inexpensive.
These hi~h tuitions, paid by the upper
and middle-class students, in part
made it possible for poorer students to
attend as well. In 1871 tuition was $125
per session, and additional courses in
harp, drawlnc and painting, piano, ~ui
tar, and vocal music all cost extra.'
From then tuition rose steeply. In the
twentieth-century tuition was as hi~h
as $350, and fees such as those for saxophone, laboratory and library fees,
and a private room were all extra. A
deposit of ten dollars was necessary for
bOORS, and students were required to
buy the materials for uniforms from
the Academy. Students also had to be
provided with ~roomin~ materials and
necessities like underwear." Attendance at the Loretto Academy in Las
Cruces was prohibitively expensive for
many residents of Las Cruces, as well
as for those from surrounding communities and states; and many Mexicans
as well sent their children to be educated by the Sisters. But the need was
foreseen and the Sisters made it possible, through various means, for poor
children to attend the Academy as
well.
During its early history, the Academy
of the Visitation received subsidies
from the Territory for accepunz
orphans who were wards of the
Territory. This, along with the relatively
hi~h tuition and fund raisers, allowed
the Sisters to eventually run the school
in a state of simple comfort and also to
accept poor students without char~in~
them tuition. Poorer students could
also work for part of their tuition. Elma
Hardin Cain, who attended the Loretto
Academy in Las Cruces from 1934 until
she ~raduated in May of 1942, waited
tables in the cafeteria and cleaned
music rooms to earn part of her
tuition. By contrast, the ~irls who did
not need help with their tuition had no
tashs. Alonq with her efforts, Elma
Hardin's father several times RiIIed a
"beef" and brought it down for her
tuttton.» Although this was an option
for poor ~irls, the students at the
Academy were primarily the daughters
of wealthy or middle-class families
from the re~ion. While educating
wealthy ~irls certainly increased earnin~s. the Sisters understood their
intended role in the community and
strove to provide a Catholic education
to every ~irl who could find her way to
Las Cruces. Many of these wealthy ~irls
came from as far away as Mexico.
The fact that ~irIs from outside of the
Las Cruces community often attended
the Academy, even though schools
were available closer to their homes,
attests to the strength of the Academy's
reputation as an educational facility.
Twelve-year-old Matilda Fritz entered
the Academy in the late nineteenth
century, though her home was in
Lincoln County, New Mexico." Elma
Hardin Cain rode the bus for two hours
both ways to meet her parents in Truth
or Consequences, New Mexico during
holiday vacations. » While Elma Cain
was at the Academy at least ten of the
seventy-two boarders were from
Mexico.» Arizona, Texas. and Colorado
all sent ~irls to Las Cruces to be educated by the Sisters. The fact that the
Academy was the only private school
in Southern New Mexico and West
Texas for many years meant that they
enjoyed hi~h enrollment and the benefit of students from all over the area. It
also meant that the ~irls benefited from
a private, Catholic education no matter
what the financial status of their family,
their reIi~ious affiliation , or their distance from home.
An important reason that the Sisters
were so successful was their adaptation
to the lar~ely Mexican American,
Spantsh-spealarnc population. The
Sisters left no records of racism on
3

their part, or persecution on the part of
the community. The novitiate established in New Mexico increased the
number of Mexican American women
who became Sisters, and these women
were not only welcome in the order,
but necessary for its survival in the
Territory. In places there were more
Mexican American than An~lo sisters. IS
Two of the nuns who traveled in that
first caravan to Las Cruces were
Mexican American, and their contributions to the establishment of the school
must have included cultural and Iin~uistic knowled~e. The curriculums at
most of the schools in New Mexico run
by the Sisters of Loretto included both
Spanish and En~lish. This indicated a
realization on the part of the Sisters
that it was necessary both to learn the
Spanish lan~ua~e and even to encour-a~e its use amonq their students.v By
teachtnq En~lish, however, the Sisters
were also "Americenizlnq" their pupils.
By contrast, the public schools, when
they were running. only tauqht in
En~lishY

As with Bishop Larny, the Sisters considered the dress of Mexican American
women improper, and schools in most
communities, Includinq Las Cruces,
required uniforms. In the early days in
Las Cruces a uniform as such was not
required. but there was certainly a
dress code. The distin~uishin~ feature
of a boarder's dress in the 1870s was "a
little straw sunbonnet with a ~reen ruffle which fit closely around the face."ls
The later uniforms in Las Cruces consisted ~enerally of Ionq black or blue
serze sstrts and white shirts in the summer, and dark serge or cashmere dresses in winter." Photo~raphs of students
reveal that the dress code was very
Victorian, with lo~ skirts and sleeves
and hi~h necklines. Not only did the
Sisters brin~ an American curriculum,
lan~ua~e and dress to Las Cruces, but
they also brought the pitched roof
architecture and the sturdy furniture of
the East Coast. In these ways, the
Sisters brought their own culture to the
frontier, and in other ways they adapted to the culture of their new environmerit."
Although anti-Catholicism was rampant elsewhere in the United States,
New Mexicans welcomed the Sisters as
extensions of the church." The conversion of the people of New Mexico to
Catholicism had taRen place Ionq a~o,
under the Spanish conquistadors. and
the Sisters' only mission was to preserve the faith in Catholic areas. To this
end, the Visitation Academy taught
reli~ion to all of its students. According
to an early twentieth century advertisement,

Catholic pupils have exceptional opportunities for learning and precticinq their holy
religion.Instructions are given
dailyin Christian Doctrine and
Sacred History. TheSodality of
the Blessed Virgin serves to
foster piety and promote regularityin religious exerdses. An
annual retreat. which former
pupils are privileged to attend,
is given to the students."
But the Academy was open to students of all denominations. and indeed
many Protestant residents of Las
Cruces sent their children there
because it was the best private school
available locally. The advertisement
went on to state:
Pupils of other denomina-

tions are not expected to join
in the devotional exercises,
and their religious opinions
will be in no way interfered
with. For the sake of order.
however. they are required to
be present at morning and
evening services on Sundays
and feast days. also at daily
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prayers. Non-Catholic pupils
will not be aIlowed to study
catechism. much less to
embrace the Catholic faith.
without the written consent of
their parents or quetdtens"
Parents who mi~ht have been afraid
that their daughter would be coerced
into conversion would thus be assured
that their reli~ious beliefs would be
respected. The fact that the Academy,
though run by nuns and ernphasiztnq
religious education, was open to students of any denomination certainly
added to its enf9Ument and thus
increased revenue. The Sisters saw an
additional responsibility towards their
Catholic students, however, and this
meant doinq everything in their power
to promote the faith and foster Ilielonq
adherence to the tenets of the Church.
Not only did advertisements for the
Academy ~ive evidence for the Sisters'
efforts to maintain the faith of their
Catholic students, but their correspondences with former students also indicates that this effort continued over
into personal relationships. Various letters from Sisters to Juan Amador, a former student of their primary school for
boys, mention over and over the
Sisters' hopes that he will keep his faith.
Mother Praxedes Carty, Mother
Superior, was apparently worried
about Juan's faith after he left her
school. ".. .what pleasure it ~ave me to
hear you were with the Christian
Brothers [the Christian Brother's
College in St. Louis, MiSSOUri]. Now I
am not afraid ... to find you a
Protestant [sic], but the contrary a
staunch catholic [sic], a credit to the
Brothers and the Sisters." she also
reminded him of his duties as a
Catholic: "Now you must not for~et
what you promised me vis. to ~o to
confession and hold communion
every month.'> Sister Mary Vestina
reminded Juan, "Do not for~et what we
told you out at the ranch about the
three Hail Marys," and ~ives him a
sli~htIy more subtle reminder when
she wrote, "In your visits to the Blessed
Sacrament, do not torqer, Yours in the
Sacred Heart, Sister M. Vestina."2S The
Iansuaqe in these letters is understandable corning from women whose
lives are dedicated to reli~ious worship
and service, but the Sisters obvtously
took their responsibility to their
Catholic pupils very seriously, and this
is reflected in the affectionate letters _
they wrote to one of their former students.
Though
the
Catholic
and
"Amerlcantzing" aspects of the curriculum remained consistent, the Sisters
recognized the need to chance in other
ways to suit the needs of their students
and the community. Earlier discussion
of the fact that students in New Mexico
benefited from a blllnqual education is
one example, but chances in women's
roles over time also contributed to
chances in the Academy's curriculum.
The nineteenth century curriculum
consisted of the typical Victorian
female pursuits. Students learned the
basics, such as arithmetic, ~rammar,
readin~ and spelling in the "preparatory" ~rades. At the "academic," or hi~h
school level, students studied more
elevated subjects, such as rhetoric,
physics, analysis of poetry and prose,
and ethics. Later the curriculum
included more of the ornamentals,
such as embroidery and lace work.
Throughout the ~rades penmanship,
composition, elocution and physical
culture were tau~ht.26 from the school's
foundation its curriculum emphasized
the arts, and offered lessons in instrumental and vocal music, as well as
palnnns and drawin~.27 Certainly the
Academy was not tralning their female
students to become physicists or professional musicians. The training was

rather aimed at preparing middle-class
~irls for their role as wife and mother,
with the possibility of a few years of
teachtnq experience thrown in before
rnarrtaqe. A well-educated woman in
the Victorian era was seen as thorou~hly prepared not for a life of scholarship and study, but for the task of
preparing their future sons for such a
life.
In the twentieth century the curriculum be~an to include classes in commercial skills. Issues of the Loretto
Crescent from the mid-1930 s indicate
that the academy founded a commercial department," Commercial courses
included typing, shorthand (in both
Spanish and Enqllsh). and bookkeepin~.29 In addition, there was instruction
in business spelling, business correspondence, and a review of ~rammar,
spellinq and artthmettc." The department was very popular, and ~ave the
female students skills which they could
use to earn their own money after
~raduation. Although expectations
remained that female students would
work only until marriage. the establishment of a commercial department
indicated that women's opportunities
had expanded, and the Academy of the
Visitation had recognized these
chances and adjusted their curriculum
to help their students take advantage of
these new opportunities.
The Sisters tailored their schools in
other ways to fit the needs of their
community. from time to time, they
ran a separate school for boys in Las
Cruces. The Academy was, in fact, one
of only three schools run by the Sisters
of Loretto in New Mexico that accepted
boys. In the 1880s, an averaee of sixtyfour male pupils attended this facility.
Education for older boys was not available locally for some time, and once
they had completed the preparatory
level at the Academy, boys from upperclass families were usuaIIy sent either
to Santa Fe to attend St. Michael's
College, or to St. Louis to attend the
Christian Brother's College. This is true
of Juan Amador, one of the sons of the
prosperous Las Cruces family of
Amadors, as iIIustrated by Juan's correspondence with some of the Sisters
who tausht him in Las Cruces while he
was Iivin~ in St. Louis and attending
school there, as well as with Sisters
who had -been moved from Las Cruces
to other schools. for a younq man .
accustomed to speakinq two lan~ua~es, the training offered by the
Christian Brothers in St. Louis must
have been very different from a Las
Cruces education amonz the Sisters of
Loretto. Sister Mary Vestina wrote in
1883 that she "enjoyed very much"
Juan's comment that his "forehead was
sore from blessinq [him]self in
En~lish."31 Juan Amador's various correspondences with the Sisters indicates
a close relationship. There are letters
from the Mother Superior, Mother
Praxedes Carty, acceptinq and declinin~ invitations for carriage rides or
eventnss at the Amador residence, and
Juan also visited some of Mother
Praxedes's relatives while he was in S1.
Louis." This relationship indicates
another area in which the Sisters of
Loretto contributed to the community,
and in return enjoyed the support and
friendship of the Las Cruces citizenry.
Juan was not the only member of the
Amador family to cultivate and maintain friendly relationships with the
Sisters. The Amadors assisted Mother
Praxedes, who was Mother Superior
from 1880 until 1893, in raisin~ funds
for the school and for the Catholic
church of S1. Genevieve's. Mother
Rosine Green, Mother Praxedess successor, was ~odmother to the Amador's
daughter, Clotilde." In 1896 Mother
Praxedes, who was then at Loretto
Helqhts in Denver, Colorado, accom-

panied Mother Rosine and Marie and
Clotilde Amador on a trip to Mexico
City. There they visited the shrine of
Our Lady of Guadalupe and called on
Mexico's First Lady, Dona Carmelita
Diaz.v Several notes in the Amador collection indicate various excursions
Involving Sisters and members of the
Amador family. The Amadors were a
prominent Catholic family, and as such
they maintained Ions-Iastlnq friendships with the Sisters who educated all
of their children and many of their
~randchildren. Letters from nuns to the
Amadors illustrate -these friendships ,
Including letters from the Academy's
most successful Mother Superior,
Mother Praxedes Carty.
Mother Praxedes's thirteen-year stay
in Las Cruces proved to be some of the
most successful and dynamic years in
the school's history. Mother Praxedes
not only left lasting impressions on the
Academy of the Visitation, but on the
entire order of Loretto, which she
served as Mother General for thirtyseven years after she left Las Cruces.
Mother Praxedes set about improving
the ~rounds of the school and convent,
be~innin~ with the chapel. She "had
the prtvileqe of takin~ Our dear Lord
out of the candle box," and equipped
the chapel with ostensorium. statues,
stations, and vestments." She also
placed the cemetery in order for Sisters
who had passed away in Las Cruces.
Mother Praxedes made other improvements to the school and its ~rounds, as
well as to the curriculum and the reli~ious components of the school, and
even liquidated a debt of $5,000
through a series of bazaars, kirmes,
fairs, and sales of all Rinds. The bazaar
held in April of 1881 , with the assistance of community women such as
Josefa Armijo , Emma Nordhaus and
Aminda ShaubIin, was perhaps the first
Bazaar held in the Southwest." In
December of 1882, these women aqain
helped the Sisters with a bazaar. This
one operated for five days and raised
$1,178.10. But Mother Praxedes did not
limit herself to raisin~ funds with
bazaars. She was equally successful at
usinq the court system to compel
delinquent parents to pay tuition owed
to the Sisters. Mother Praxedes twice
had to sue fathers for the tuition they
owed the school for the care of their
chtldren." But the Mother's most Iasnns
contributions were to the Las Cruces
community, perhaps most to her credit was the buildin~ of a new parish
church dedicated to the patron saint of
Las Cruces, St. Genevieve.
The church of St. Genevieve was orisinally built in 1859, on property which
is now the Downtown Mall. When
Mother Praxedes came to Las Cruces, it
was an adobe bulldinq in a dilapidated
condition. When she left it was a lar~e
beautiful church that served its parish
well for many years. In 1886,she decided she had to do somethinq about the
dilapidated condition and, with other
like-minded citizens to help her, convinced Father Lassaiqne. the pastor, to
erect a new church. Colonel Eu~ene
Van Patten, who had been instrumental in the construction of the Sisters'
school bulldinq was equally concerned
with the buildinq of the new church.
Before father Lassatene was convinced, however, Colonel Van Patten
and Mother Praxedes had to aqree to
~o security for the success of the venture. So the Father be~an a subscription list, and Mother Praxedes placed
her name first. With her name attached
to the project, father Lassalgne was
able to collect $3,000, and the building
of the new church beqan. Whenever
funds became low, and father
Lasseigne worried that the project
could not continue, Mother Praxedes
orzanlzed a fair or bazaar and the
money was raised. By the end of the

year the new church was finished and
ready for worship.
Mother Praxedes' contribution to the
church of St. Genevieve did not end
immediately after the construction was
complete, however. The centennial
issue of the Loretto Chimes commemorates the Mother's continued work:
It happened that the debris of
the old demolished structure
had been left lying about for
some
time ,
rendering
entrance to the church difficult and disagreeable. In vain
Mother Praxedes looked daily
for a removal of this rubbish;
finalIy she could endure the
sight no longer and one fine
Sunday she gathered the
ladies of the congregation
around her and proposed that
they and she would meet in
the morning and proceed,
with shovels in hands , to the
church to clear away the rubbish. To this alI agreed, but
someone failed to keep the
secret and before the ladies
arrived the next morning the
men of the town had accomplished the work, which they
should have done long

beiore."
Mother Praxedes not only educated
the young ~irls of Las Cruces and built
a church for the parish, she apparently
kept the men of the town in line as
well. She certainly provided an oasis of
stability in the early educational history of Las Cruces, while the city and the
Territory stru~gled to establish a public
school system.
From the time that the Sisters came to
Las Cruces until 1891, there was no
effective public school law. Even after
the school law was effected, public
school funding was sporadic and unreItable.> While the Sisters were enjoying
high enrollment, schools run with public funding had enrollments of forty
students, often with only fifteen students present." In 1890, the teachers
available to New Mexico students were
so unprepared that some signed their
contracts with an "X".41 The faculty and
the facilities of private schools were
often incorporated into the public
school system because private schools
contained these two elements lackin~
in public school, namely funds and
SUitably educated teachers. This never
happened in Las Cruces, but in 1892
Mother Praxedes, Sister Mary Vestina
Moran and Sister Mary Bernard Doyle
took the public school examinations.
This was undertaken "primarily as an
answer to a challenge, and secondly to
prepare for a local need already foreseen .'> The Sisters passed the examinations, but it was not until 1897 that
they consented to teach in the public
schools in Las Cruces. But public
school classes were never taught in the
bundtncs of the academy of the
Visitation in Las Cruces. In 1927 the
Sisters of Loretto also took over the
parochial school of the Holy Cross,
which is still in operation today, though
the Sisters were removed from its faculty in June, 1945. It was the need
already foreseen that led the Sisters to
New Mexico, shaped their curriculum,
and led to their participation in the
public schools system. Wherever they
saw a need, they filled it. This is one of
the aspects of the Academy and its
Sisters that led to success. The reciprocity of the relationship between the
Sisters of Loretto and the community
of Las Cruces was successful for several reasons, but the underlying theme is
"fulfilling a need." Not only did the Sisters fulfill the needs of the community,
but the community pitched in to fill the
needs of the Sisters and their students.
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The Las Cruces Sun News announced
the Academy's last graduation on May
21, 1943, and discussed some of the
reasons for the Academy's decline:
Once the largest Catholic
school in this section, Loretto
began to dec/ine in patronage
soon after Loretto at EI Paso
was built, churchmen said: it
discontinued common school
grades two years ago, because
not enough teachers could be
supplied for both academy
and Holy Cross parochial
sch ool . and since then only
high school courses have been
offered at the academy. for at
least three years it is said, it has
been operated at a financial
loss-the sisters of Loretto supplementing revenue to meet
deficits in operation: and for at
feast a year, efforts have been
made to sell the property:"

The property was sold in 1944 to a
group of Franciscan fathers who
planned to use the buildlnqs to train
novices for the priesthood. The fathers
paid $35,000 for 25 acres and butldinqs
which orlginally cost $75,000. 44 five of
the Sisters who had been teaching at
Holy Cross would maintain their positions at the parochial school until 1945.
By 1959,the Academy had been abandoned by the Friars and damaged
when a truck crashed into it. The
Cruces Investment Company, founded
by Frank O. Papen, bought the entire
property. The school building was
demolished and Main Street was realigned. In 1962 Papen expanded his
First National Bank into a two-story
bank building on the property. In 1965
Urban Renewal brought a mall to the
property, appropriately named the
Loretto Mall, and later the ten-story
Bank Tower was built. The Bank Tower
now casts its shadow on the Pieta, a
reminder that the construction of the
tower meant demoltshtnq any physical
trace of the Sisters' time in Las Cruces.
The most important le~acy left by the
Sisters is their influence on the secular
and reli~ious educational systems in
this community, a le~acy that beqan
tour hundred years a~o and continues
today.
Be~innin~ in the 16th century,
Catholic reli~ious Orders pioneered
education in New Mexico. When
Bishop Lamy came to the new territory
in 1850, his first effort was to brin~
Orders to New Mexico to establish
schools, and he found the Sisters of
Loretto ready. willin~ and able to
accomplish this task. From their first
entry into New Mexico in 1852, the
Sisters educated the youth of New
Mexico in reli~ious and academic subjects, and also in the ways and customs
of the Anglo United States to which
New Mexicans now belonged.
Why was the Academy so successful?
The specific reasons are many, and are
outlined in this paper, but it is by combinin~ the specifics that the ~eneral
pattern is revealed. The Sisters adjusted accordtns to the needs of their community, they contributed to the community, and the community ~ave them
the support necessary for success.
The Sisters of Loretto were self-supporting, and therefore they had total
control over their school. Their physi-

cal distance from the traditional hierarchy of their Order and the Church, and
the fact that they were not supported
by a parish, meant that the role of
Mother Superior was that of chief
administrator, and hers was the last
word in administrative and religious
matters. Thus the women who lived at
the Academy, lived in the community,
and interacted daily with the students
and with their faith were the ones who
made decisions, not women or men
thousands of miles away. or with different acendas. This independence
provided the Sisters with many advantazes when Iacing the difficulties and
responsibilities of life, reliqion and
education on the frontier.
These strong, self-supporttnq women
made the adjustments necessary for
livin~ in remote areas. away from
urban centers and modern conveniences, and amidst a new culture.
Their everyday lives were marked by
poverty, but the Sisters were not without simple comforts. Disease and death
visited them, but they persevered.
These difficulties simply marked them
as members of the community, which
was also poor, which also faced disease
and death. It was part of the reason for
their success that they truly were a part
of the community, and shared the
same experiences and same tribulations as every other member of the
community.
Though they were white southerners
(when they first arrived), the Sisters
must have recognized the need to
adjust to ethnic and racial differences
in order to succeed in Las Cruces. The
Academy's curriculum and the Sisters'
friendships with students and members
of the community indicate the Sisters'
acceptance of different customs and
lancuaqes. However the nuns also saw
as
their
responsibility
the
"Am ericanizatio n" of their students.
Adjustments were co-operative and
were made by the nuns, their students,
and the community itself.
The Sisters functioned as an extension
of the church, and, in an area which
was already heavily Catholic, did their
best to foster in their Catholic students
a lifelong adherence to the faith and to
the Church. Not only was this evidenced in their curriculum, but also in
their personal dealings with members
of the community. At the same time
that they were strenqtheninq the faith
of their Catholic students, however,
they were also providtns a ~ood education and reliqious instruction to the
children of the Protestant members of
the community. In this way the Sisters
provided for the needs of everyone in
the community, reqerdless of rellqlon.
as well as Increaslnq revenue made
from tuition.
The Sisters educated reqardless of
financial status as well. Poor students
were educated at the Academy free of
tuition, or were allowed to work for
tuition, and parents were able to
exchange ~oods for the privtlece of
havins their children educated by the
Sisters. The Academy's curriculum also
changed to fit the chan~in~ needs of
the community. Victorian educational
values supporting the Cult of True
Womanhood ~ave way to a twentiethcentury increase in opportunities for

women. When education for boys was
lacl<in~ locally, younq boys were taken
on at the Academy, though l<ept separate from the female students. The
opportunity to become a student at the
Academy - Catholic or Protestant,
male or female - often meant the
be~innin~ of Iife-Ionq friendships with
the Sisters, as wen as the opportunity
for a private education.
The Sisters' close relationships with
Las Cruces families indicates their
acceptance and their special place in
Las Cruces. La Madre Praxedes, as she
was affectionately called, made many
friends in the community, and most of
these helped her to raise money for the
school, the convent, and the parish
church. The improvements made
under Mother Praxedes are remembered to this day. Her ~reatest le~acy
was the rebuildlnq of the old S1.
Genevieve's, and the quiet strength that
allowed her and her school not only to
survive on the frontier, but to thrive for
many years. Thus the Academy flourished as an oasis of stability when public schoollnq was erratic, unreliable, or
totally unavailable.
The Pieta now stands next to the twostory bank buildinq. the only physical
reminder of the Sisters' time in Las
Cruces. The bronze reproduction was
~iven to the Sisters of Loretto by their
chaplain, F. John Conneqhan. and
through the Sisters as a ~ift to the city
where they had enjoyed so many years
as educators. It is a fittin~ symbol of the
many contributions made to the Las
Cruces community by the Friends of
Mary at the foot of the Cross. W.CS.
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Prlntinq Co., 1982.
Jensen. Joan and Miller. DarIis, eds.

New Mexico Women: Intercultural
Perspectives . Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press. 1986.

W.CS.

The Historical Society of New Mexico
$1,000 History Scholarships
The Board of Directors of the
Historical Society of New Mexico
(HSNM) continues two scholarships of
$1.000.00 each to be awarded annually
to an undergraduate student and a
~raduate student. respectively. majori~ in History in any of New Mexico's
colleces or universities.
THE ALBEUT SCHUOEDEU
SCHOLAUSHIP FOU
UNDEUGUADUATE HISTOUY
MAJOUS. $1.000. 00
THE MYUA ELLEN JENKINS
SCHOLAUSHIP FOU GUADUATE
HISTOUY MAJOUS. $1.000. 00

The scholarships will be awarded on
the basis of a competition for the best
scholarly research papers dealing with
or relating to New Mexico history of the
Spanish. Mexican, or American periods. The papers must represent OIUuINAL UESEAIJCH by the candidates.
includlng a si~nificant representation of
primary sources. The subject of the
papers may be any topics of New
Mexico history which are of interest to
the individual candidates.
The text of each paper must be at least
ten (IO) paSJes in length. but not over
twenty (20) paqes, exclusive of bibli~
raphy. It must be typed. double-spaced.
with 1 1/2-inch margins. A cover pa~e
must be attached statinq the candidate's
name, address, telephone number. and
the name and address of the college or
university which the candidate is
attending. The candidate's name should
not appear on any other pages. The
style or me paper may follow any commonly-accepted manual of style. A
memorandum must be included with
the paper. affirmin~ that the candidate
is an undergraduate history major or a
~raduate history major in a New
Mexico college or university and si~ned
by a history professor at the college or

university who is familiar with the candidate's work.
The scholarships will be awarded at
the HSNM annual conference in April.
Papers to be considered for the awards
must be mailed and postmarked by
January 10 prior to the annual conference. Candidates must furnish Three (3)
Copies of their papers to the chairman
of the Scholarship Committee at the
following address:
Chairman. HSNM Scholarship Committee
PO Box 1912
Santa fe. NM 87504
The Board of Directors of the HSNM
reserves the riSJht to reject any or all of
the papers submitted if they are judged
to be inappropriate or unworthy by the
Scholarship Committee and the decision
of the Board of Directors of the HSNM is
final.
The winners of the scholarships will be
notified in March. At that time, each
winner will be asked to submit a brief
bloqraphlcal sketch and a statement of
historical. interests or specialties. The
winners will be expected to present
their papers at one of the Saturday sessions at the HSNM annual conference if
feasible. The scholarship will be awarded at the annual banquet on Saturday
eveninq of the conference. where the
winners will be the ~uests of the HSNM.
In addition. the HSNMwill provide one
ni~ht's lod~in~ for the winners at the
location (city) of the annual conference.
The winning papers may be published. if deemed appropriate, in the
HSNM's publication. La Cronies, All
papers submitted will be placed in an
appropriate repository's manuscript
collection unless specified otherwise by
the writers.
For additional information. write to
the chairman of the Scholarship
Committee at the above address.
D

-----•.•..----Symposium on the Upper Rio Rbajo
Dr. John Kessell

- KEYNOTE SPEAKER

on Don Juan de Onate, Founder of Nuevo Mexico
Other Speakers include:
Michael P. Marshall
Robin Gavin Farwell
Fr. Thomas 1. Steele
John Baxter

Margaret Espinosa McDonald
John Becker
Patty Guggion
Tobias Duran
OswaldBaca

Sept. 26, 1998
UNM-Valencia Campus
8:30-4:45
Tome, NM
Sponsored by Valencia County Historical Society,
505- 861-0581

AND

BOOK REVIEWS
four Trails to Valor:
from Ancient footprints to
Modern Battlefields:
A Journey of four Peoples
By Dorothy Cave
Las Cruces. New Mexico
Yucca Tree Press. 1998
386 pp. Illustrations . maps, bibliography,
appendixes. index. $24 .95. cloth .

Reviewed by Elvis E. Fleming
This attractive volume is a remarkable
account of four men, their personal
stories, the histories of their communities and cultural ~roups, and a close-up
view of how each man contributed to
the American effort to win World War
II. The bOOR is undoubtedly one of the
best efforts to date of this author and
this publisher.
Cave uses "trails" to weave toqether
the account of how men from four
major cultural ~roups of New Mexico
had unique and yet unirylnq experiences in World War II. The war is the
principal focus of the bOOR and the pivotal historical event of this century.
More than a half-century after the
war, all of the subjects are still livin~.
Mike Romero is a Taos Indian (for ~ood
reasons, Cave chooses not to use
"Native American"), and he represents
the Cornmeal Path of the Pueblos. His
heritaqe helped him survive the
unspeakable conditions of his wartime
experiences as a victim of the Bataan
Death March and the Japanese prisoner-of-war camps. Harold Foster is a
Navajo who came from the Beautyway
to become one of the Pacific Theater's
elite "Code Talkers." Edras Montoya of
Monticello, with his noble Hispanic
Way of the Cross herttaqe, escaped
from the Death March and outwitted
the Japanese in the Philippine [unqles
for more than three years. Harold
Foster of Roswell, an Anclo from the
Yanhee Trail of Destiny, Iought in North
Africa, Sicily, and Italy.
In some measure, this bOOR can be
seen as a follow-up to Cave's awardwinninq Beyond Courage (1992), which
tells the story of the New Mexicans in
the Bataan Death March and Japanese
prison camps, since two of these subjects were survivors of those infamous
atrocities. She no doubt has more than
an intellectual interest in the subject,
because her husband, Jack Aldrich of
Roswell, was also a Bataan survivor.
His influence shows up occasionally in
the story.
Four Trails to Valor is divided into
three "BOORS." Book I has five chapters
that relate the historical and cultural
baczsround of the four subjects. Book
II, with nine chapters, is about the
World War II experiences of the men.
told in their own words as much as
possible. This approach makes their
stories very personal and exciting.
enabllnq the reader to feel the emotions of the soldiers. The two chapters
of BOOR III tell of the men's return to
their home country and communities
and their disillusionment with the
"progress " that took place while they
were ~one.
Cave does not intend for this to be a
history of New Mexico, but the reader
can ~ain considerable insi~ht into the
multi-cultural history and society of
New Mexico from this volume. The
insider's view that the author provides
of each culture - Pueblo, Navajo,
Hispanic, and Anglo - is extraordinary. The same can be said of the
author's treatment of World War II.
Although she emphasizes those aspects
in which her subjects were involved,
her narrative ties it all toqether into a
succinct history of the war.
This writer handles the En~lish Ian-

~ua~e

with much sRiIl, and may have
invented some new words of her own
("wombland") . Her prose is sometimes
mystical, sometimes stilted, but nearly
always eloquent and quite readable.
Several other features contribute to
makin~ her bOOR a valuable source.
Ei~ht maps and over thirty pictures aid
in understandinq events chronicled in
the text (although one of the maps
moves Apache Canyon'). Each chapter
has endnotes that elucidate the
account. The bibliography is outstandin~, orqanrzed to parallel the text,
extending to nineteen paces. The index
is also extensive and useful.
Dorothy Cave's Four Trai/s to Valor is
a very worthwhile addition to the literEE.F.
ature of New Mexico.

data should remain just that.
The chapters on the Apache context
of the kiIIin~s are more Interesting,
probably because they are bloodier,
but they don't show that anything
unusual happened durinz this "massacre" (incidentally, since when is the
kiIIin~ of two people and capturing a
third called a massacre?). In any case, if
the purpose of the book is to provide a
broad overview of the problems
between Apaches and other people in
the late nineteenth century, Simmons
would not have titled or structured the
book in the way that he did. In ~eneral,
the book falls short of this reader's
ED .K.
expectations.

Two New Exhibits at
Albuquerque Museum

: eee-Massacre on the
Lordsburg Road
by Marc Simmons
College Station : Texas A&M University
Press . 1997 250 pages

Reviewed by E. Donald Kaye

MASSACRE
" .. ..

. ,o n the

.

Lordsburg Ro~d

.This bOOR is about an Apache raid in
1883 in which Judee H.C. McComas
and his wife Juanita were killed and
their six-year-old son captured. They
were travelinq on the road from Silver
City to Lordsburg in a buckboard at the
time of the raid. The book is the result
of detailed Investigations into the contexts of the crime, both with re~ard to
Apache warfare in this period, as well
as of Judge McComas' baczground and
how he happened to be at that spot in
the sprinq of 1883.
The book appears to be a typical Marc
Simmons product: well crafted prose
that avoids pretentiousness of Ian~ua~e and expression; thoroughly documented with clear demarcation
between the histortography and his
own opinions, and ~enerally speakino.
a "~ood read."
However, this book can ~et tedious at
times. In a 1984 publication (Ranchers
Ramblers and Renegades) Simmons
told the story in three paces. In order
to publish the present bOOR of 250
paces. Including end-notes, bibliography, etc . his contextual back~round
rather overwhelms the central event,
which by itself, wasn't all that distinctive or important anyway. In order to
create some sort of suspense in his
voluminous data on McComas, the
bacaqround data is reqularty sprinkled
with ominous statements of a predestinarian persuasion. In one of many
examples, in the move from fort Scott
to St. Louis in 1876, we are told that the
move "brought the McComases one
step closer to their eventual meetinq
with an Indian war party." This use of
synthetic suspense does not seem to
prevent the reader from suspectinq
that he probably should not have
dumped his entire McComas file into
the published literature. Some archival

Virtual Pilgrimage
PatricR Nagatanl's

Japanese American
concentration

Camp Portfolio
opened at The Albuquerque Museum
April 5, 1998. Taken over a three-year
period, the 50 photographs of all 10
sites of Japanese concentration camps
in the United States durtnq World War
II,will be on view until June 21, 1998.
The color photoqraphs represent a
journey bacR in time, both personal
and universal. Naqatani's parents were
themselves confined in two of the
camps, and as public awareness of this
aspect of US wartime domestic policy
~rew in the 1980s and 1990s, he felt a
~rowin~ need to visit and document
those places which were an integra!
part of his family history. The camps
today are under the auspices of the
National ParR Service and are preserved merely as locations -- the stark
reality of the landscape is neither
developed nor maintained but is simply a memorial to an i~noble part of US
history.
Patrick Nasatani is a professor in the
Department of Art and Art History at
the University of New Mexico . His
career as an artist spans twenty-three
years, durinq which time he has participated in ninety-five one-person exhibitions nationally and internationally.
His awards include the California
Distlnqulshed Artist Award from the
National Art Education Association,
the Aaron Siskind Foundation
Individual Photographer's Fellowship,
and the Re~ent's Professorship at the
University of New Mexico.
0

Brohen Spolle and Printing
With Stones
New Common Ground:
Art in New Mexico Exhibition

features Taos Artists' Society and
Lithograph.
Common Ground: Art in New
Mexico, Ieaturlnq works from The

Albuquerque Museum's permanent
collection, will open on March 1 and
remain on view until September 6,
1998. The exhibition, assembled by
Curator of Art, Ellen J. Landis, is divided into two parts. One honors the
100th anniversary of the Broken Spoke
incident in which artists Bert Phillips
and Ernest Blumenschein, on a trip
through the southwest, experience a
broken wheel spoke and discover Taos
while in search of repair. This incident
plays a major role in the subsequent
founding of the Taos Society of Artists
in 1915. The second part of the exhibition celebrates the 200th anniversary of
Itthography, the prlntmazinq media
invented by Alols Senefelder of
Munich, Germany in 1798.
Works by members of the Taos
Society of Artists will comprise the first
section of the Common Ground exhibit. Phillips and Blumenschein, who
were joined by artists already in the
Taos area, Joseph H. Sharp, Eanger
Irvinq Couse, Oscar E. Bemlnqhaus.
and W. Herbert "Buck" Dunton, formed
the nucleus of the ~roup. As word of
the Taos artistic community spread, the
Society ~rew. Selected works by members of the Society in The Albuquerque
Museum's permanent collection are
represented in this exhibition. Arnone
the works included in the Iithography
section of the exhibition are those by
Peter Hurd, Luis Jimenez, Roy
Lichtenstein, Paul Pletza. Robert
Rauschenber~, Fritz Scholder and
Rufino Tamayo.
The Albuquerque Museum is located
at 2000 Mountain Road, NW near Old
Town. Museum admission is free and
tours may be arranged by calltnq (505)
243-7255. Museum hours are Tuesday
through Sunday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
closed Mondays and City holidays. The
Albuquerque Museum is accessible to
persons with disabilities . Ifyou require
special forms of assistance to enjoy
Museum activities or to obtain this
information in an alternative format,
please contact the office at least five
business days in advance at (505) 2437255 (voice) or (505) 764-6556 (TTY). 0

-------
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Representing Common Destinies:

History and the

Social Construction of Community in the Southwest
at UNM 's Center f or South west Research on November 6-7, 1998
This claim to a common tradition may be invented arbitrarily by local elites for
political reasons, but in many cases social boundaries are indeed objectifications of
shared experiences in the past (and in the present) , repre sented in historical discourse. In
a culturally diverse region like the Southwest, this holds true for many "ethnic"
communities (especially -- but not exclusively -- Native Americans and Hispanics)
whose historical traditions are shaped by a positioning in colonial space extending
back over several centuries.
The conference will explore the historical dimen sion of local identification in a global
context,. Important themes will include:
* the role of "culture," "identity," or "home" in the construction of community
* creating a meaningful historical tradition in the present (how is a shared past
transformed into a plausible historical discourse?)
* the role of historians or anthropologists in repre senting local histories
For more detailed information call or write:
Ingo W. Schroeder
Dept. of History
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, Nm 87131-1181
(ingos@umn. edu)

Louis A. Hieb
Center for Southwest Research
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM fr7131 -1466
(hiebtiinmm.edut
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New Mexico

Cuarto
Centennial
Genealogical
Conference

JOIN THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
YOUR MEMBERSHIP ENTITLES YOU TO THE FOLLOWING:

• Membership in one of the oldest historical societies in the West .

YOUR MEMBERSHIP SUPPORTS:

• Discount on subscriptions to the New Mexico Historical Review.

• The Myra Ellen Jenkins scholarship for graduate students of
history.

• LaCr6nica de Nuevo Mexico newspaper(issued two or three times a year)

Coming Home:
Celebrating the
Genealogy and History
of our
New Mexico Ancestors

• Society newsletter.

• The Albert H . Schroeder scholarship for undergraduate students
majoring in history

• Reduced registration fees at the Annual Conference.

• A grant program for institutional members.

• Free Annual Conference poster with registration.

• A speakers program

• Free or discounted occasional publi cations.

June 5 - 8, 1998
Glorieta Conference Center
Glorieta, NM

The New Mexico Cuarto
Centennial Conference
promi ses to be an exceptional
event, bringing together people
with New Mexico roots who
have a desire to know about
the history of their ancestors as
the y research their family
lineages. Each day of this
memorable homecoming
conference will feature
exciting and interesting
presentations on New Mexico
genealogy and history.

* Opportunities
*
*
*

*

for networking and sharing research
Keynote speakers
Presenters
Research room with valuable
research aids
Exhibitors

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO MEMBERSHIP ApPLICATION
(For calendar year January 1 ~ December 31, 1998)
New memberships received after September 1 will be extended through 1999.

Please enroll me as a member of the Historical Society of New Mexico under the category marked below. I understand my membership fees are
tax deductible.
$500 ~ $1000 Benefactor
$35.00 Institutional
$250 ~ $499 Sponsor
$25.00 Family/Couple
$100 ~ $249 Business/Corporate
$20.00 Individual
$50 - $99 Contributor
$10.00 Student
Type of membership

New

Renewal

Subscriptions to the New Mexico Historical Review are available to members at the reduced rate of $20.00 per year.
_ _ Check here if you want to subscribe and include the $20.00 with your membership fee.
Return this form and your check to the Historical Society of New Mexico, P.O. Box 1912, Santa Fe, NM 87504.
Name

Mailing Address

City

State

_
Zip

Telephone

_

Sponsored by the
City of Santa Fe
Cuatro Centenario Committee

III association with:
New Mexi co Genealogical
Society, Hispanic
Genealogical Research Center
of New Mexico, and
Genealogical Society of
Hispanic America
Funded by the City of
Santa Fe Lodger 's Tax

Do you know the whereat of these photographs?
The Museum of New Mexico Photographic Archives has several such photographs
in their collection which have not been identifiedfor location. If you can identify
either, or both, send the inf ormation to John Conron. Editor of La Cronica de Nuevo Mexico.

I See

you all in Alamogordo next April 8 - 10, 1999

FUOM:
La Cronlca de Nuevo Mixico No. 47

HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO
.DIRECTORS
John 0 . Baxter

John Porter Bloom
John Conron
E. Donald Kaye
Elvis E. fl eming
John W. Grassharn

Post Office Box 1912
santa Fe, New Mexico 87504

TO:

Riel! Hendriclls

James E. Ivey
Carleen Lazzell
Dorothy Parlier
Aqnesa Reeve
David Remley
Andres 1. Sequra
Carl D. Sheppard
Robert R. White
The opi nio ns expressed in si~ned articles
are not necessarily those of the Histori cal
Society of New Mexi co . Men tion of a pro- (i iQ
duct. service o r professional in these col um ns is not to be considered an endo rsem ent of that product, service or pro fessional r.
by the Historical Society of New Mexico. ~;o
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